
 

 

STIPENDIARY STEWARD’S REPORT 
 
MEETING DETAILS: 

Club: Waverley Racing Club Date: 27 September 2012 
Weather: Overcast Track: Good 3, then downgraded 

to Dead 4 after Race 1 and 
further downgraded to 
Dead 6 after Race 3 

Rail: True 

Stewards: N Goodwin, R Neal and B Bateup 
Typist: V Perry 

 

GENERAL: (All comments pertaining to the meeting – e.g. drivers/riders not attending, delays and all other issues) 

 

 

SUMMARY: 
Swabbing: MAC ORLA, BIG ROCKET, OUR CENTREFOLD, MASH, LETSGETITON, NGARIO, NENA GREENA and 

AUSTIN ROAD. 
Suspensions: Race   

Fines: Race   

Warnings: Race 8 CHAIR UP – racing manners 

Bleeders: Race  

Horse Actions: Race 1 
Race 4 
Race 7 
Race 7 
Race 5 

DAL CAMINO – trial required prior to next start 
MISTERHANK – veterinary clearance required prior to next start 
DAL CHERAW – veterinary clearance required prior to next start 
GANGSTA GURU – racing manners 
DOVERS DREAM  racing manners 

Medical Certificates: Clearance received from C Dell 

Rider/Driver Charges: Race 5 
Race 7 
Race 8 

DALTORAY – L Allpress replaced D Walsh 
GANSTA GURU – B Lammas  replaced D Walsh 
DR PAUL – L Allpress replaced D Walsh 

Scratching Penalties: Race   

 

RACE COMMENTS: 

Race 1 WANGANUI MOTORS 1200M 

DAL CAMINO was declared a late scratching at 12.22pm after being fractious in the enclosure, dislodging and 
injuring rider D Walsh.   Trainer G Irvine was advised that DAL CAMINO must trial to the satisfaction of the 
Stewards prior to next racing. 
MISS ENDERS was slow to begin. 
MAN VERSUS WILD was crowded shortly after leaving the barriers and lost ground. 
MAN VERSUS WILD raced greenly throughout the final straight. 
LOVETESSA raced in restricted room early in the home straight. 
PICCADILLY shifted out abruptly near the 200 metres bumping with MAN VERSUS WILD. 
When questioned in to the run of MAN VERSUS WILD Rider L Allpress said the gelding raced greenly.  
Following the event D Walsh was stood down from his remaining engagements by medical personnel. 
Following the running of this race the track was downgraded to Dead 4. 

Race 2 CLARENDON HOTEL 1400M 

JOE COOL began awkwardly and was slow away. 
MWAADAN raced greenly when being restrained shortly after the start. 
BILL BREAKER lay out shortly after leaving the barriers crowding READYTOPARTY out on to LITTLE DRAGON GIRL 
resulting in READYTOPARTY and LITTLE DRAGON GIRL becoming unbalanced for a short distance. 
JOE COOL over-raced during the middle stages. 
LITTLE DRAGON GIRL raced keenly in the early and middle stages. 



 

 

LION MAN and MWAADAN were eased outwards for a short distance near the 800 metres to avoid heels when the 
pace ahead eased. 
BILL BREAKER was held up for some distance passing the 400 metres. 
PADDY JO lay out under pressure over the final stages and bumped BIG ROCKET. 
When questioned in to the run of RED RUBY rider L Allpress was of the opinion the filly was not suited to the 
indifferent pace. 

Race 3 WAITOTARA BULK SUPPLIES 1650M 

MINT slipped on jumping losing several lengths. 
BURGER was obliged to race wide in the early and middle stages. 
ZABLIME was denied a run near the 200 metres so was angled outwards to improve. 
MADANSKE was inclined to shift out under pressure in the home straight. 
Following the running of this race the track was further downgraded to Dead 6. 

Race 4 NORWOOD FARM MACHINERY CENTRE 1650M 

MISTERHANK dislodged A Forbes en route to the barrier and when riderless, struck a post near the track 
entrance. A veterinary examination of MISTERHANK revealed abrasions to the near side stifle.  MISTERHANK 
was subsequently declared a late scratching at 2.10pm.  Trainer W Thurlow was advised that a veterinary 
clearance would be required prior to MISTERHANK next racing. 
GOOD RISK was slow in the early stages. 
The saddle on FLOSS THE BOSS shifted forward in the early stages placing the rider at a significant 
disadvantage for the remainder. 
FALSE EMPATHY was held up rounding the turn in the early part of the home straight. 
MASH was inclined to lay out under pressure over the final stages. 
A Taylor the rider of MCKINSKY reported to the Stewards that she considered the mare to be indifferent in its 
action in the home straight.  A post-race veterinary inspection failed to reveal any abnormality. 

Race 5 BRUCE CLIFTON BUILDING SERVICES 1400M 

MI COMPANERO was slow over the early stages. 
DOVERS DREAM lost ground when being steadied shortly after leaving the barriers. When questioned in to 
the run of DOVERS DREAM Rider M Dravitzki said the gelding raced very greenly throughout. Connections 
were advised that a warning will be placed against DOVERS DREAM with regards its racing performance. 
ALBAKIRKEE was held up for a short distance rounding the turn. 
JUSTA CHARLIE lay in under pressure passing the 250 metres and had to be straightened.  
MASIH CHIANTIK returned to the enclosure with blood present in its mouth consistent with having bitten its 
tongue during the running. 

Race 6 DOFF LUPTON 90TH BIRTHDAY 2200M 

RANGINUI dipped on jumping however recovered quickly. 
PALM ISLAND was slow to begin. 
When questioned regarding the riding tactics on ALIGNADREAMS which had a substantial lead after setting a 
strong pace during the early and middle stages, Rider T Baker advised the Stewards that his instructions were 
to lead however once in front the mare commenced to over-race and proved difficult for him to restrain. 
LET’S GO FRATELLI lay in under pressure near the 200 metres and had to be straightened. 
When questioned regarding the disappointing performance of JAMOMITI Rider B Lammas said that he was 
unable to improve his position when placed under pressure nearing the home turn and was of the opinion the 
mare may not have backed up on its run the previous Saturday.  

Race 7 HOOPER ENGINEERING 1200M 

GANGSTA GURU dislodged Rider B Lammas in the enclosure and escaped the property travelling a distance 
down the highway prior to being recaptured. GANSTA GURU was subsequently declared a late scratching at 
3.54pm.  A veterinary examination of GANSTA GURU revealed no significant injury. The Stewards advised 
connections the horse would have to trial prior to its next start. Trainer K Lawrence advised the Stewards that 
she would not be persevering with the gelding as a racing proposition. 
HE KIN BE FAMOUS began awkwardly losing several lengths. 
DAL CHERAW was slow to begin then tailed the field throughout, not being persevered with over the final 400 
metres and being distanced at the finish. A post-race veterinary inspection revealed     
the horse to be shin sore. Connections advised Stewards that the horse would be gelded and sent for a spell.  
Trainer G Irvine was advised that a veterinary clearance will be required prior to its next start.  

Race 8 SANDFORDS 1200M 

MAGIC TRICKS was a late scratching at 2.00pm due to the downgraded track conditions. 



 

 

CHAIR UP jumped out at the start bumping LADY SHANNON which in turn shifted out into the line of AUSTIN 
ROAD which lost ground. 
DR PAUL commenced to over-race near the 1,000 metres and near the 800 metres when being restrained off 
heels and came back on to DASHING DOTTIE which was checked. 
LADY SHANNON had to steady when in restricted room passing the 400 metres. 
DR PAUL was held up for a short distance near the straight entrance. 
AUSTIN ROAD was held up rounding the turn and was unable to obtain clear running until the final 100 
metres. 
DASHING DOTTIE had difficulty in obtaining clear running in the home straight. 
R Hutchings the rider of ELUSIVE ONE reported that his saddle slipped forward shortly after the start. 
When questioned into the run of O’CEIRINS MAGIC Rider J Parkes had no excuse.  A post-race veterinary 
inspection failed to reveal any abnormality.  
E Ireland representing the Latta stable was advised a warning has been placed against CHAIR UP which proved 
reluctant to parade to the start. 

 
 
 
 


